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art'as. I e'.t .Fkt:l xci'.!Iv zoi fo~r ine- nof tl.p remote operation and

roin-nil .'pirn in Ho. v-li, I. it. rest pa raniieters incl~ided comparison of

11 u if"',rt;i-11111:.ti , .n i,~ ien (1 ' u yi. neo''ed for dei ontamnination, and

A comnpari-) nif -st 0 ra-ifte'r- hns indii atcn! that it 'S feasible to use a

rerflotelv r: orio rt1!ed *ewowwr tdo let ota;!!tivitto an area, A'-proximrately the.

-aan me ec orita !fl oatior, effji j pnce v e re obta iined lindcr rernotte and manual

epcration (!piw1~mt~; '7:r-e ro. FlIC opw rating time for remote

(it-, Ont ýiiifat (in 'An A 0 I.it twit e that for mnania I. This ti me van be reduced

as the i re i t) be ;wepit bvcwmiie- lar-per and the. operato~r becomes more

proficienit. I h.'ýe res ilts' Nvere obtained on a srmall area (approximately 'A, 000

s quare feet), The timyie liost was 'l in tmirning around And reorienting the

Vehicle at the end of ea, h %wer'pinm! pass on the c ontamninated area.

The ilrivii,p pnftvrrn! %ert- clmitto "i~',t rnuder mantial operation. the

vehicle is PA sily cont rolls-d and ri., w*'iepin,! overlap is necessar y. Under

remnote operation. there wn-; m ten'dixnv fir the vehicle to dIrift. The operator,

attempti nrv to i(!rrei t thi '. h;An; a len leoc V to ow r steer, wvhi ch resulted in more

sweepingp pmazso- 0 a~i Ae're rket ess.i rv. (ýefinemyent of the renkote steering

mechani sin wo-ild correct 1!.i li-;(-r(-Iann v.
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1. PE SF.

The purpose of these studies and tests was to determine a possible method

for removal of radioasctive debris from large paved areas following a nuclear

detona.tion. It must be anticipati-d that a nuclear detonatiun--either a near

miss or a distant explosion--co'ild result in radioactive contamination of high

intensity'. The radiation intensity could be of such magnitudf, that it would

prevent an operator from enteriiig the field and performing manual decon-

tamination. Operational necessity requlires immediate removal of the

contaminant, thus excluding the possibility of a time delay to permit natural

decay of the radioactive elements.

This study wots conducted under ARDC Technical Requirement 153-56 to

investigate the use of automatic +!.contamination devices and methods for

runway and ramp areas.

II. INTP.ODUCTION.

With the advent of high-yield nwclear weapons, thought has been given

by the Air Force to the removal of vital installations iEsto protective shelters.

These shelters, ir'mune to blast, shock, and radiation, would provide ade-

quate protection internally, but could be located in such places that the

resultant falloit radiation intensities extr.rr.ally could be very high. The use

of the exterior work areas of such an installation would be prohibited until

such tir.e as the level of the radiation was reduced to tolerable limits for

personnel activities.

Although experimental evidence has indicated that an area exposed to

moderate-to-severe structural damage will not be subjected to fallout for

approximately I hour, it is not anticipated that any significant amount of

cleanup could be accomplished during this period because of the disorder

and confusion which would follow the catastrophe. Consequently, it is

probable that some cleanup of debris would have tn be accompli'hed in the

presence of fallout.

These studies and tests resulted from the Air F:.rce res .r..ment to

determine a feasible method of returning a tactical installation to an oper-

ational stattus following a nuclear attack. For retaliatory puirposes, it is

desirable that the installation be returned to an operational scatus at the

earliest possible time.

I



Stioiivs were' rlranle hý cirterininp the earliest timne thl,.t ilecontarnination

procedii res couild be jnst~cctcd. 'itis timne was established as the timne of

C Ps fa ti on of the fal louit rv sill hog f corn the detonation. In all vases where the

Site wes at a "clse in lcctjoi, 'he time of cessation of the fallocit revealed

radiation intensities of a very lcish degree.

Since ecovery of an installation at the earliest time is of paramount

importance, it is riot possible to expert personnel entry into high-Jrntensity

areas at these early periods. Unuder the conditions encoczntere6, a lethal

close of radiation covild possibly be acquired in a matter of a few minutes.

E~ven with the application of the mnaximum permissible wartime dlose, this

limit would lie reached in Slich a sho rt time that no work capacity of an.

individual couild be expected and no direct manual dlecontaminirtion could be

execuited. (See table 1.

'various methods of protaction were investigated; the most logical was

the shielding of the operato~r's position on decontamination equipment, but

this proved unsatisfactory in high-intensity areas. This is explained more

fully later.

Ta hlIe I

rI 'Al)IATION DOCSE, RECE:IVED IN CONTAMINATFD AREA 1

Total (lose received If Radiation at H+ I hour is:
Time ol itjry (roentgens) 1. 000 r/hr 10 00 r/hL

I~ I hou r 100 8 mini <1 min
zoo0 16 min < 3 mini

1-1+ 3 ho', r s 10t0 24 mitt < 3 mlin
200 55 mlin 4 min

11*1 c lay 100 5 '/ý hrs 30 mini
DO) 12 firs I h r

Sinc'e it was riot possible to provide a mnethod to protect decontamination

workers for actual entry into the irradiated areas, the next step was to

devise a meanis of controlling the decontamiunation equipment froin a point

where adequate protection couild bie afforded the operatior. This led to the

2



installation of remote' guidan,' facilities on decontamination equipment and

to the subsequent preliminary studies and tests reported in this document.

The vehicle chosen for testing the concept of remotel, controlled decon-

tamination was a modified version of the Model 100 vacuum street sweeper

built by the G. If. Tennant Company. M1inneapolis, Minnesota. Equipped

with a radio guidance system and television cameras, the sweeper was

designed to clear a 7i¼-foot pfth of radioactive debris ranging in size. from

more than 2 inches io less than 5 microns in diameter with an efficiency of

better than qq percent. The material removed is then transported to a

remote area and dumped in a predetermined location with the vehicle still

under remote control.

Using the television system, an operator may survey the surrounding

terrain so that a damnage survey can be made in conjunction with the cleanup

operation. The remote operation of the sweeper is controlled from a pro-

tected duplicate of the marital controls. The operator sits at a console,

similar to a telephone switchboard, on which are mounted the controls with

which he can perform more than a score of different functions. By pushing

buttons, flipping switcher, pressing pedals, or nudging sticks, he can steer

the vehicle, shift gars, move the throttle, operate the brakes, empty the

sweeper, and perform a number of other operations.

The material presented in this report is not complete, since the studies

tr ide were preliminary and directed toward determination of the feasibility

of this type of operation.

The preliminary test results reported herein were obtained from testing

performed at Camp Parks. California, in conjunction with experiments being

performed by the Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory. San Francisco,

California.

III. DISCUSSION-

A. History of project.

Prior to the studies and tests conducted on the remotely controlled

decontamination sweeper, extensive surveys were made to determine which

of several methuds of decontamination could be employed mnst feasibly. In

Immlm l



each of the methods of (Ieontarnination investigated, consideration was given

to various factors involved, including

1. Efficiency of operation in contaminant removal.

2. Adaptability of operat~cn to contaminated site and geographical

lo cation.

3. General economy of operation.

4. Applicability to both low and very high radiation intensity areas.

5. Personnel hazards involve-d in operation.

6. Vulnerability to aggressive action.

These were the general areas considered. It is recognized that for special

applications, other faLtors could be involved. The factors are not in o -der

of importance, this again being determined by the specific application.

An attempt was made to find a decontamination method that would prove

satisfactory under all the conditions listea above. Investigation of work and

experiments done by other agencies with s.; iilar interests revealed that no

completely satisfactory procedure or equipment had been evolved at 'hat

time. However, all previous ways were considered with the idea that some

method or combination of m ,thods could be compounded into an acceptable

system. Following are examples of the techniques investigated and the

primary reasons why each was discarded in lieu of the subsequent develorn-

ment of a remotely controlled vehicle type of operation. Each method is

summarized and data in many instances were gathered from reports of more

detailed tests conducted by other agencies. it must be kept in mind that the

prime requisite of the desired system was that it be acceptable in radiation

fields of very high intensity, covering an extensive areas The decontamination

was required for haid surfaces cnly (asphalt paving, concrete, etc. ), and

only dry contaminants were considered.

B. Decontamination systems Investigated.

1. land washdown systems.

"This system was primarily considered in that it could lend

itself to tininanne, operation and had t]ie possibility of being adapted into a

fully iutolmalic !.ystell,.

4
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was blown pr, r'du r,- in the radiation areas involved in this stlidy

pre sented mi any Inn i ,', probleriii thal, had been originally anticipated. In all

ii.stt, ,nos whore te jt1i11 of t hi type %%:Is toirdurted, ho-wever, the contaminant

renmov il .,ffi4 -iency p r,ved -.:,ti i..tory---.' percent or better. The techniques

required to attain thi,, efli,'ien.t y were in mtost cases adverse to the re-

quirumnots of the act eptal,le systein outlined in this study.

a. Vas ( larati tiies oi water are requi red. Available data indi-

cate that it takes anpriximratelv I. 4 galons of water for every square foot

of area that is de-cmitainiriated" . In places where 1 , O(ft, 000 square feet cr

more of s ri'act, may requi re decontamination, the quantity of water necessary

wohld be prohibitive. In areas wliere a fresh water supply was r.A available,

, storage facilities woild have to be quite large, even ii e recirculating system

could Ue devised.

b. Special construction wold have to be employed. Since most

areas used by Air Force equipment are nm;rmally constructed on a level plane,

washdowi woul! not le sufficiently effective. A definite slope is needed for

proper dlraina'.ec to mnainitain a water velocity great enough to suspend the

particulate bei,.g renmoved until it reaches a sumop or disposal location. These

sunrps world alsoi require spe~cial construction so as to bp .5trategicallv spotted

for contamrrinant collection.

I. PIrnibing syst.,nis would be extensive. The water dispersal

system would have to be large enough to provide adequate coverage of the

contaminated areas.

d. The complete waslhdo-,n systenm would be very vulnerable

to blast. lven if grouind displacemnent v. ere smrall, nrllrrerous systern ruptures

could be urnticiplrted.

e. The cost of an adequate system would be prohibitive.

Flor these reasons, and othe'-s not itemized here, further

rinvestir'nrtien iritnt 1I1ore accoptable systems was made.

.' Vehicle sbielding.

After a washdowi systeri was discarded as a means of automatic

lanrid .. ,c ontnmi nation, attention wa," agamn directed to operations that would
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require manned equipmi-ent. In the radiation areas of interest, it was obvious

that some type of operator protection would be -equired to permit prolonged

work periods. This led to consideration of constructing shielded cabs in the
3

operator's position on eartn-movine type of equipment

The first step in the decontamination of an area wou'd be the

removai of .arie amounts of debris which wo,fld range in size from minute

particles to bo'ilders of large diameter. Bulldozer or grader-type machinery

wo'Ild be necessary to move the larger masses to a reasonable distance, so

that only material from a few microns to an inch or so in size remained.

This co'ild be removed by a street-sweeper type of vehicle capable of retaining

this material internally for transportatio.n and disposal at an appropriate

location.
4

The Caterpillar Tractor Company , manufacturer of one type

of debris-moving equipment, was queried as to the ability of bulldozers and

graders to support appropriate shielding. Estimates for the maximum cab

weights which were recommended for the various tractors are as follows:

Tractor Weight

D4 5, 001 lbs

D6, 6, S00 lb.

D7 9, .c'O lbs

DR 10, 000 lbs

These weights were for proposed cab sizes which would be of minimum

adequ.-y for operator comfort andi wo,'dd give sufficient room for manipu-

lating the verious tractor controls.

The uise of I -inch lead in the floor area and the sides of the

cab and ,'-inch lead for the cab top woml- allow the weights of these various

cabs to fall within the cab recommendations. It would not be desirable to

mount the cabs directly to the deck structure, b~it supports couild be built

on the tractor main frame anca bevel gear cases to support the added weight.

Some relocation work, such as moving controls to bring them irto the cab

area throuigh pivoting shafts, wotuld be required. This would eliminate the

necessity for providing slotted clearance holes. and thus prevent radiation

leakage. Some of the instruments woulid require relocation for operator.

6
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Figure 1. Shielded cab on ERDL tractor.
US Army Photo

visibility within the cab. The possibility of having to do some redesign work

on fuel tanks, a'r cleaners, deck members, etc., also existed.

On the motor graders, cabs similar in design to the regular

cabs could be constructed and supported satisfactorily. It was suggested by

Caterpillar that a cab of 8, 000 pounds coliid be -upported without any detri-

mental effect to the motor grader.

Considerable research has been done by the US Army Engineer

Research and Development Laboratory, Fort Belvoir, Virginia, on the

protection of equipment operators by shielding . Tests have indicated that

the lead cabs as previously described can provide a reduction of up to 95

percent of the radiation intensity of test fields. While this is a significant

reduction, and satisfactory for low-intensity fields, the remaining 5 percent

of the radiation in a field of 5, 000 to 10, 000 r/hr would still result in 250

to 500 r/hr. This dosage would prevent sustained operations, even with

frequent change of operators, since the time necessary for entering the field

and returning would uise up a major portion of the permissitle work period

7
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of each individual. In adcliticai, the contamination level of the vehicle cotild

be great enouigh that its return to the area of operatot transfer would be

prohibited.

The p,;ychological factor involving the operator in these high-

intensity areas would also be a lUmiting factor. A man inclosed in a seated

cab and sent into areas where a mechanical malfunction couild possible cause

his death may be handicapped in his working capacity by this knowledge.

This, pluis his cognizance of the radiation dose he is receiving, might reduce

his working ability to a point where no eppreciable results could be obtained.

Further studies on shielded equipment for use in high.-radiation

areas were discontinued. It must be remembered that although it was deter-

mined that this arproach is not feasible in high-intensity regions, the use

of shielded equipment in low-intensity areas could prove quite valuable and
is most likely the best approach for the decontamination of these areas.

Tables 2 and 3 are extracts from the IJSAERDL report to show
the protection that can 'De obtained from the construction of protective cabs

for some heavy equipment. Shielded equipment could satisfy most of the

requirements listed in section III of this report for high-level work, but in

reiteration, the protection factor supplied by the permissible shielding limits

their use to radiatio~n fields of lower intensity than those of primary interest.

3. Remotely controlleu inotorized equipment.

a. Introduction and background.

Durin~g the course of ii vestigating the preceding decon-
tamination methods, it was decided to concentrate the-studies on remotely
controlled equipment: specifically, a waterless, vacuum -equipped, street-
type sweeper. Justification for this remotely controlled device was the
critical factor of radiation exposuare of the decontamination crews. Crews
which would be required to coid~ict manual operations could not comrmence

uintil natural decay of the fallout rrtdiation had lowered dose rates to a
reasonable level. This delay could be several weeks or more, while

resumption of activities at a particular Air Force site may be necessary
withir a few hours. (See table 1.)

9
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Table 2

PROTECTION FACTORS FOR A PROTOTYPE LEAD CAB
FOR DP DOZER IN 300..YARD RADIUS CO-60 MIELD

L.EAD THICKNESS PROTECTION FACTOR*
(inches) OPERATOR POSITION

Abdomen Head
l~ower Upper Roof Seat Floor Height Height

0 0 0 0 0 1.9 1.5
1/4 0 0 1/4 1/4 2.9 1.6
1/4 1/4 0 1/4 1/4 2. 9 2.4
1/2 0 0 1/2 1/2 3.5 1.6.
1/2 1/2 U 1/2 1/2 4.5 3.2Z

1 1/7 0 1 1 8.1 3.6
1 0 0 1 1 5.9 1.7

11 0 1 1 8.7 5.8
1 1 1/4 1 1 9.7 5.9

I I 1 1 9.4 7.2

*Protection factor free field dome rate at 3 feet
inside dose rate at measured height

Table 3

PROTECTION FACTORS FOR A #l2 GRADER WITH
PROTECTIVF CA13 IN 300-YARD RADIUS CO-60 FIELD

LEAD THICKNESS PROTECTION FACTOR
(inches) OPERATOR STANDING

Abdomen Head
Lower Upper Ro f Seat . Florjr Height Height

0 0 0 0 0 2. 1 1.4
1/4 0 0 1/4 1/4 2.6 1.8
1/4 1/4 0 1/4 1/4 3.0 2.1
1/2 1/2 0 1/2 1/2 S.2Z 3 1

11/2 0 1 1 -- 5. 1
I I 0Ito1.9 7.1

1 1 1/4 1 1 I2. 4 8.9
I I I 1 1 12.6 8.4

This need for decontamination of largo areas promoted the

use, of a motorized twooptr. Since the fallout particulate with wfhich most of
the radiation would be associated would be of fairly am&!' size, a sweeping

t0
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method with complete retention of the particles was required. It was believed

that the complexities of a sweeping-type vehicle could provide a typical appli-

cation of the proposed system; then other required vehicles could be patterned

after this particular system. The sweeper therefore would be the most apt

point to start the application. About the same time the decision was made to

concentrate resep.ich or Eweeper-type equipment, a requirement from ARDC

was presented to the Air Force Special Weapons Center to In~vestigate the use

of a vacuum sweeper for use as a decontamination vehicle.

b. Sweeper requirements.

The requirements as s,,t forth by ARDC were that the sweeper

would consist of a larg: fo-ur-wheeled vehicle with a rhielded cab area for the

operator. The equipment was to consist of a broom, a high-efficiency vacuum

system, and a shielded cnatainer for storage of debris collected from the

contaminated area. It was to be capable of decontaminating approximately

500, 000 square feet of concrete in I/Z hour, with a 90 percent efficiency of

removal of dry contaminant.

c. Review of available equipment.

(1) Coleman runway vacuum sweeper.

The requirements from ARDC closely paralleled the

specifications of the Coleman Runway Vacuum Sweeper developed by the

Co!eman Engineering Company, Inc. of Los Angeles, California (see figurp

3). The feasibility of shielding the operator's cab had already been studied

and found impractical. Depending upon material used and rpace required for

the operator, an added weight of 6, 000 to Z0, 000 pounds would be required.

This might be used in some instances on heavy quipment, but would seriously

impair the operation of a relatively light vehicle.

Investigation of the Coleman bweeper indicated that

extensive modification to the unit would be necessary to make it suitable for

decontamination purposes. The US Naval Civil Engineering and Research

Evaluation Laboratory at Port Hueneme, California, had initiated a study

contract with the Coleman Engineering Company to determine the feasibility

of adapting the Coleman-designed airfield vacuum cleaner for tie in ef-

fectively decontaminating paved areas.

II
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Figure 3. Coleman runway vacuum sweeper.

From the conclusions of the Engineering Status Report6

prepared by the Coleman Company the following information was drawn:

Separation of contaminant is a multi-Atage operatic .i.
The standard Cole-Vac sepiration apparatus will remove
58%110% of the entrained dust. The remainder is discharged
through the air bleed-off port and must be separated by
supplemental separation machinery. Commercial machinery
capable of sep;.rating the entrained dust from the bleed-off
air to meet decontamination specifications is so large and
unwieldy that it is not suitable for use in a mobile unit.

Specially designed, high efficiency cyclone separators are
reportedly available which, if used in series with inter-
mediate cyclones of commercial type, can handle the volume
and density load and separate and retain the entrained dust
to specified 99%. This combination, together with the
intermediate stage fan and motor necessary to maintain
functioiial velocity in the air-stream, can be mounted on
a lta; trailer and towed by the standard Cole-Vac.
Flexible ducting can be installed between the two vehicles.

12
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To accomplish thi' reqciirer! mission, it would be neces-

sary to lengthen grteatly the present Cole-V'a( swei-per by the addition of a

large trailer attached to the sweepcer. 't a 1 wars frrizn the Fngineering Statils

Report that a brush as sernb!y vhwcil ! ho Rdd'.I ma i ror.t of thf, sweeper and a

serier of cyclone separators to the rear. [he Cole-Vac sweeper has an

overali length of 30 feet. The ieparator system a(!deft to the rear would

increase the length approximately another In fevt. In addition, the broom

system attached to the frocnt of the vehicle wolild increase the length still

another few feet.

Because an extremely large vehicle wouild be necessary

to attain the qQ percent efficiency nnd becauise of the -xtreraely high cost of

all the necessary machinery to make the Co~le-Vac suiitable for decontamination

work, the vehicle wasn eliminated from AFSWC(- consideration as a possible

decontamination sweeper.

The i'S Naval Civil Enigineering l~aboratory, Port

Hueneme, Califor~nia, further saibstantiated AFSWV(-s opinion in their
7

Technical Note wvith this statement:

NCEI. work on pavement decontamination was initiated
with a feasibilitv %ttdyci cniract with the~ (Cileran
Fngineering Company (in a hig'o speed ruinway vaca-im
sweeper. . . This study resuilted in a determination
that the Coleman ruinway vacuumir sweeper cou-ld not
eco. intically be converted for deconmtamination sweeping.

(2) Tennant Model 1I0') sweeper.

Continuedi investigction ledt to the~ discovery of the Model

100 vacuum sweeper biuilt by the G. ii. Trennant Company of Minneapolis,

Minnesota. Preliminary studies indicated that this sweeper was of the type

which ecould be easily converted into an exf e'llent clecontamnination umnit. The

Tennant Company demoristrated to A FSWC pers, inel the picki p capabilities

of the Model 1ot0. The following objects were cspreacl in a 1-foot path 20 feet

long:

t Coke bottles
I heer can

I0 pouinds of rock, lien gravol to '-c qo it-e'
?. boards, I x 4 x I'. inc her

It0 1/7-inch 1. D). al'cnmin~mi~ wadI~
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10 1/2-inch I. D. steel washers
5 1/4-inch 7.8NF ?-inch bolts with nwts detached, altirnminu
5 !/4-inch 28NC ;'-inch bolts with nwts detached, steel
5 5/8-inch 14NC 1 -inch bolts with wlits detached, steel
3 Vellumord gaskets

The sweeper demonstrated 100 percent pickup of the objects. A standard

production-line Model 100 was purchased to perform experiments to r!atermine

its effLctiveness for decontamination of hard surfaces. Tc;sts were conducted

in conjunction with a series of decontamination experiments performed in

September 1958 by the Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory at Camp

Stoneman, California. These initial tests indicated that the sweeper would

perform satisfactorily. A complete description of the Tennant 100 and a

thorough analysis of the test data, as well as the same information for other
8 7

sweepers, appear i. USNRDL-TR-336 and VSNCEL N-376

(3) ARDC-Tennant OODS sweeper.

The field testing at Camp Stoneman indicated certsini

modifications were necessary for the Model 100 if it were to meet all the

specified requirements. A contract was initiated with the G. H. Tennant

Company to incorporate all these modifications into a prototype modelsuitable

"for remote controlling. This will be referred to as the Model 100DS.

(a) Design specifications of the Model OODS.

After a detailed study of the Model 100, the Im-

pro, .rnents considered necessary in the construction of the OODS were
compiled and submitted to the cont actor. The general outline of requirements
listed in the Statement of Work was as f, dlow':

The sweeper will be a dual p, rpose sweeper which will
be 'ised (diring periods of emergency following a nutclear
detonation as a dclnta mination sweeper, and durinp non-
emergency periods as an aircraft ramp and taxiway cleaner.

The sweeper will he capable of decontaminating up to
600, 000 square feet of concre.te or asphalt surface per
hoir with a minimumn of 18%/0 efficiency on dry contain;
nants. It will have very high maneuverability, enabling
it to operate around parked aircraft, or in small areas
where dec'ontamination mrust be effected. Its over-all
dimensions will be such that air transportation can be
provided ;n present Air Force cargo type aircraft of the
C- 12.4 type.

14
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Figure 4. Tennant model 100 vacuum sweeper.
G. H. Tennant Photo

As a decontamination sweeper it will be used co decontami-
nate operational areas contaminated by radioactive debris
resulting from a nuclear detonation. It will be capable of
retaining particles of less than S microns in size, and as
shown in recent operational service tests, capable of
decontamination of a high degree of efficiency.

As a sweeper for taxiways and ramps, it will be effective
in picking up and retaining large size foreign objects which
could La drawn into jet type aircraft engines. The small
and large particles will be picked up and retained in one
operation.

Some of the more detailed areas defined; for incorporation into the I OODS

Sweeper were the following:

Decontamination efficiency of the Model 100, even though
exceptionally good, can be improved by addition of greater
vacuum and air agitacion.

Quantity of material retained can be increased to give
longer operational periods between emptying.

15



Figure 5. ARDC-Tennant nodel IOODS vacuim sweeper.
G. H. T.--inant Photo

S.veeping capabilities can be increased to decrease the
time required to clean a given area.

In addition to the above improvements, it is desirable
to equip the sweeper for completely remote control oper-
ation. This is necessary so that during decontamination
operations, when it is not possible to send an operator
into high radiation areas, the decontamination procedures
can be completed without delay.

The sweeper must cý,nform to the present Model 100 in
regard t-o-performance, equipment, and operation as
closel-y as possible.

Main broom will havs a length of approximately 8 feet,

or as close thereto as a maximum machine width of 8
feet will allow.

Hopper capacity will be approximately 4 cubic yards, with
interior contozrs designed to allow clean, complete dumping.

Pickup system will be devised to facilitate decontamination
capabilities by:

16
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Installation of air jets in close proximity to main
broom to bring into air suspension the small particles
not removed by broom, which will be collected by the
vacuum system.

Installation of air jets along side of broom to control
"trailing. "

Installation of two engines instead of one. One engine will
drive vacuum system, brushes, and other such equipment,
and the second engine will provide the power for propulsion.

Engines will be equipped with automatic chokes, and
designed for all weather operation.

The propulsion engine will be equipped with a torqcie
converter transmission and equipped with such speed-
selection mechanisms as to allow four forward speeds,
neutral and reverse.

The electrical system will be 24-volt, shielded to meet
radio interference suppression specification MIL-S-10379A,
non-tactical use. A 24-volt DC generator power -.ource
having a capacity of 150 amperes will be used tr supply
power for the remote control, television and other radio
equipment.

Adequate lighting, front and rear, will be provid A for
day or night remote operations.

The hydraulic, electrical, and mechanical systems will
be equipped with the proper valves and/or solenoids
necessary for remoting the equipment. The electrical
circuits for the remote operations will terminate in a
suitable weather-proof receptacle into which the remote
equipment can be plugged.

As many combined operations as are pract~cal will be
incorporated in the remoting of the vehicle so that remote
operator training can be kept tV a minimum. One example
uf Joint operation is the comebined shaking and dumping in
such a manner of time delay sequence that the shaker will
operate for approximately 30 seconds, and will cease as
the hopper is closed, res-tting itself for another cycle
of operation.

An automatic cut-off system will be employed so the
engines will be shut off and the brakes applied should
adequate radio signal not be received.

Sufficient fuel capacity ,,nd other requirements will be
provided to allow for 12-hours continuous operation
without need for servicing or adjustment.

17
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Figure 6. Model IOODS with hopper opern.

Concurrently with the contract for the sweeper,

a contract was initiated with thoCustom Electronics Company, El Paso, Texas,

to provide the guidance system for the vehicle. This equipment is used

specifically to remotely operate the sweeper and provide voice communication

between the sweeper and the control center.

The visual control eyuipment consists of a television

tranismitting and receiving system by means of which constant visual contact

can be maintained with the area being decontaminated. Th* television

equipment is used as the "eyes" of the vehicle. Irs additton, a radio link is

maintained between the sweeper and the control center utilizing a tone

modulation system for function control and operation of the venicle.

(b) Technical discussion of Model I00DS.

The operation of the sweeper is very much like the

operation of a home vacuum sweeper. Specially designed, crimped-steel-wire

brushes dislodge anl carry the large-size residue into the hopper. At the

18



Figure 7. Remotip controlled model IDODS sweeper.
US Navy Photos
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savne time, these rotating brushes scour the surface and bring into suspension

the small particles, where the airstream from the vacuum. system carries them

to the filter bags where they are removed from circulation by the filters prior

to the air discharge. These filters are capable of removing particles as small

as 5 microns in size. Immediately behind the brushes is a row of air jets,

spaced t inch apart, which dislodge the very small particles which might be

lying in the small pits and crevices of the surface being cleaned. The high

velocity air jets agitate the materials into suspension se that they can be

removed by the -.,acuum system. (See figure 8. ) In this mantier removal and

retention of greater than 99 percent of the radioactive particles are possible.

Tests made on a Model 100 having the same type of filtration system showed

that there was such a small amount of material discharged from the air outlet

that it was not measurable and could be completely neglected.

Once the hopl,*r is filled to capacity, emptying at a

designated spot is an automatic operation. A clockwork timing mechanism

performs the following functions in the proper order when activated:

L Engine is advanced to full throttle ti provide

adequate hydraulic pressure.

Z. the shaker mechanism is engaged. This shakes

and agitates the filter bags so that all the fine residue deposited on them by

the vacuum airstream is dislodged and shaken into the main hopper.

I. The hopper is opened fully to allow the debris

to be emptied.

j. The hopper is partially cloqed and opened again

rapidly to "bump" loose any material that may not have been emptied.

.. Throttle is retarded to idle.

The sweeper is now ready to continue its decontamination procedures.

The remote control of all functions of the vehicle

is possible through modulated radio links. An RF carrier of the 450-460

megacycle range is used. This carrier is provided by a Kaar TR-500

transceiver installed at the control point with a simnilar transceiver located

on the vehicle. The transmitting portion at the control point is keyed

20
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continuousiy as long as power is provided to the unit. This continuous carrier

provides for an immediate response to all desired functions upon proper

signaling. It also provides a "dead-nian' circuit should th,. power to the

transmitter be lost, electronic malfunction of the transmitting-receiving

components oucur. or should there oe a physical interference with the RF

carrier between the control center anid the remote equipment. A physical

interference may be in the form of terrain clearances, buildings, or debris

its the vehicle moves about the work area. It must be remembered that the

utilization of the UHF frequencies in this remote application results in

relatively "line-of-sight" type of transmission. If the veh.icle enters a

depression or goes behind a rise in tne gi ,und level, attenuation of the

carrier signal below the minihum allowable reception level would occur and

the dead-man circuit would b* ,ctivated. This dead-man circuit provides

for alatomatic emergency operation of the stopping mechanisms of the IOODS

shculd interruption of the signal occur. At the receiver end of the link an
RF-operated relay, through interposing normally operated relays, provides

a circuit or path for all functions to be performed as well as a path for engine

ignition. Should the incoming signs! I.- lost for some reason, the RF relay

will become inoperative, breaking all function paths and at the same time

operating automatically certain other relays which brake the vehicle to an

emergLncy stop. shut off the engine, retard the throttle, move the trans-

mission to neutral, and set the parking brakes. Through a time-delay system

all power is turned off throughout the vehicle after all of these operations have

been completed. This is to conserve ,attery power for subsequent restarting.

This same shutdown system can be activated by the remote operator should

an emergency arise that requires an immediate stopping action.

The RF link provided by the Kaar equipment controls

vehicle or television functions by modulating them with Hammarlund tune

signaling and decoding equipment. Tone signal generators, fully transistorizid

for low-power consumption, supply a tone of audio frequency for modulation

of the carrier which is received at the vhicle by similar receiving equipment.

A tone receiver or demodulator receives the incoming signal, removes that

portion for which it is tuned, and sends this audio signal to a decoding point.

At this point the signal it amplified and used to operate an interpnsing relay

which in turn operates the relay which performs a certain function. It must

22
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be remembered that these demodulators are tuned for only one discrete

frequency and will operate only if that particular tone is being received.

One demodulator is requi:'ed for each tone used: in the case of this appli-

cation, 13 units- 5 for the vehicle control, " for the steering control, and

5 for the television control. The funcLion relays are operated only if a certain

series of these tones or a certain code is received. It is conceivable that a

signal of proper frequency from st me extraneous source could operate the

decoding equipment. This could result in spu-ious information being received

by the function relays, causing their operation at a most inopportune time.

To prevent this, a coding system using sets of two to five tones is used.

Therefore, for each function performance simultaneous reception of all the

tones of the code asbigned to that particular function must be effected at the

decoding unit to provide the electronic path for its operation. The control

system is very reliable, since reception of accidental or stray signals of

proper frequencies and timing in such a manner as to cp.use a function to

operate under this coding system is quite improbable. Figure 12 shows the

coding system used for both the vehicle control and television control.

The same type of system is used for control

of the television transmitting system. Full control is maintained over the

cameras and transmitters from turning the power on by remote control to

all movements of iris, focus, and range. A separate RF link is used for

the television to permit grcater versatility of equipment use during testing

phases. One carrier could be used, since as many tones as desired can be

used in the modulation. However, separation of vehicle and video control

cannot be attained with one carrier, and at times there may be reason to

operate one without the other for maintenance or test purposes.

Three individual RF links were provided for the

complete remote control operation. Because of the remote control system

employed, only one function at a time could be perfo-ned on each l.nk. This

system was employed for economy reasons during the feasibility study,

although it is recognized that multiple-function selection in an o .ritional-

type vehicle is desirable.

One of the RF links controlled all of the functions

of the vehicle with the exception of the steering. As in normal vehicle driving,
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steering is a full-time control a.id is u s,lly ,ised in conjunction with other

vehicle controls. Close si.nulation of normal procedures was desired and

separation of the trteering RF link from the vehicle link was considered

mandatory.

The vehicle steering control mechanism was

inadequzate. Not only -lid the sweeper (1rift, but accurate, positive positioning

cowldl not be attained. This was the res'ilt of having only an off-on dis-

placement-type .- ovement. When the signal was in the "on" position, steering

mechanisr,' displacemr-ent continued intil sich time as the signal was discon-

tinuled. There was no visual contact with the vehicle itself: •herefore the

amount of movement could not be observed. It was very easy to overcontrol

the vehicle because of transmission timie-delay. The operator co,,ld not

anticipate the vehicle movements from his viewing screen rapidly r,nouph to

prevent overcontrol.

The most probable solution to this problem is

the installation of a proportional-type steering system, where a discrete

movement of the control at the operator's console would result in a corre-

sponciingly proportional movement of the steering mechanism on the vehicle.

This system wold provide the same type of control as used in m nual

operation.

The video installation on the vehicle consists

of three Dage 70-AR cameras, one in a f.xed location on the front of the

sweeper, one in a fixed location on the rear, and one in a pan-and-tilt unit

in approximately the same position that a driver would ozccupy. All are

inclosed in weather-proof, temperature-controlled h.)usings. The 70-AR

cameras were .hosen for their fairly rugged construction and low cost, as

compared to extremely rugged cameras of much higher cost. These cameras,

for the purpose of feasibility testing, p-ovided adequate results.

The pan-and-tilt unit was speciailly constructed

to provide a full 3600 of azimuth movement and I100 of elevation, from 550

below to 550 above horizontal.

Lenses in the front and rear errneras are

interchangeable, both the 1 -inch and 1/,-inch lenses having been used to

j'
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determnine ,iesirable fieldtM of view, and effects of imnage size with lens use.

The tip camera (pan and tilt) is equipped with a Wollensak Zoomar lens,

which can be controlled remot-l, by the operator. The fixed cameras are

primarily designed for use in work areas and t•.'e top camera for traveling.

"The signal from the cameras is fed into two

modified ARN-?8 transn.itters, the fixed carreras into one transmitter, the

top camera into the other. The fi.;pd cameras can be selected, either front

or rear. by remote control by the operator. Operating frequencies of the

transmittei s are stancard television frequencies, channels 15 and 17, UHF.

At the tontrol position, the signal is received

in Nemns-Clarke receivers, sent to a .N- rrold l'ele-Trol demodulator, where

it is then transferred to a Dage 14-inch video monitor. The picture presented

t) the operator is that as seen by the vehicle.

Du ring the test rins a safety observer was on

the vehicle to provide gziulance where necessary while the remote operator

gained experience and Lraining. A voice link was maintained between the

vehicle and tontrol center for this pirpose. The remote o-erator has full

,control of the vehicle, diplicating every function and operation that the driver

can control.

The electronic system, as used in this particular application, had the

reqiremnent for several types of pow-er supply. Althuiiah these requirements
were not of an extraordinary type, they did pose problems in the vehicle

system. The more critical limitations were fousd in the transmittin.

equipment employed. It is realized that a .imp.ifl.ation of the electrical

system is desirable and possible at the present time: however, at the

inception of the remote study, the desired equipment was not available.

Rather than delay the project for an indetermih hte period, procurement was

made on the available items, and proper power supplies provided. Certain

problems were encount'?red by the ,ise of these various power sources, but

were adequately controiled so that the study colild be completed without the

delay that would have been int.-oduced by waiting for other electronic equipment.

Since this wa. a prototype configurationi, it is believed that the .etriments of

the less desirable equipment were justified in the interests of the required

fa!iout decontrAmination study.
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The e-quipmnent outi tile 'emc11tte operaitor's tonsole uised primarily 110-120-

volt, t,'-cy, 14, po%%er. Some of the tone equ ipm ent an(I the cant rol panel relays

required '4-volt. di rec t ý-iir renr.

Commnon alternating, t-irr-nt p~owe(r soir res were adEquate for the primna-

ry power. "I'it ( wold be suipplied by any normal power output, either

commenrcial or b%. portable generator.

The '4-vo~lt. (I. c. wipply was provided by a standard. rectifier suipply,

mountedl in the rear of the cont rol console. T[his unit can be seen in fitoire

1 0 center sect'.on. at the bottomn of the rack. Trhe I 10-volt a. c. power

suruplied to) the console was coinverted into the required d. c. supply. Thu s

only one external power source was. requi red.

The r-, iipmnent was of such a type that strict regulation was not necessary.

Norinal fluctuations couild be handled by the regulatory networks of the

operating equjip-nent.

The greatest problemn in power supply was involved in the vehicle re-

qiiirements. \ riumber of sources were needed for the various equipments

iitilized. These isouirces inclAded I110.1 ý0-voltsq a. c. , ?.4-volts d. c. , minuts

!';'-volts (I. c. , plits 100-vtOts (1. c. . 1, 101 volts cI. c. The only power souirce

available on the vehicle in addition to the generator! battery system was a

I SOt-aompere outplit. 74-volt (I. c. generator driven by the auxiliary engine.

T'his -vupply proved barely a i, quate for the demnand imposed upon it; however,

by the greater use of transistorizedc electronics in any future considerations,

the power requiirements couild be suibstantially decreased.

The generator, driven by the a.:xiliary engine, provided a very accurate

anti stable source Pet power, being reguflated quite adlequately by a carbon

Pile. rep'.iAtor. Thie only fluctuiation .-i any c-onsequence arose when the

sweeping brushes, bloweor. andi vn timn systerms were engaged At this

timne, the ino. reasetl drag on the engine int-iceci a momentary stowing of the

entgine %%ith a resultant tlerreas,s of generato~r RPMl. However, this fluct':-

ati oti %%as c-ff-c tel for only a very %hIo rt time, andi the (lecrea se in voltage

ainotinteci tiw less than I.- volt. Thue res':lt of this flii titatlon on the electronic

eqta:piment wVa ivr ienift aWnt.



Thle d.c )~ r. c ui j l I ,( t ,ecrw rtur,r wac li z d n~i rim tl y 1)y the

remote tcontrol rvlay.ý aind lvii' sn iat"'l with the video transmnitting

~va~en 'ci c.,%,4 oi jiniln tej (iieractomn of thre vehicle itse:f were

providled pow-lr from~ the volil It atti'rivý. The .-ehicle had. a ?4 -volt ~yscew,
;nstalled. ii'etincc, nnmlitary ýpoe ifi( Iii~ n addition, the vehicle batteries~

providedl the power fo)r the oine , onvertter, whic h supplied the a. c. required

by the ia.io tonie eq-izimi)iit providiniv the link fir remote op,-ratiors.

Two A. c. coriverte rs .\ere ins tailed on the vehicle, one to provide power

for ',ýe rernocte ( oct rol l ink with thi' ope(,rator, the other provided power fo r

the vidleo trAn,;!!ittin¶! eqcipiivent, The one conve'rter, as stated operated

from the vehit Ie. battery. s~ipply. tho other derivedI its source from the d. c.

generator, operatint! at all tines the girnerator was operating. The capa-

bility of on-off cont ri I for the battery-operated converter existed. Two

converters %%ere primnArily irvd becalise cf spac e limitations; one large

converter wo-ild have q-iffi. i'd, hrit finding a place for its installation was

dlifficuilt. Later. this d1ial installatioin proved hel pfual in the soluition of a

problem that arose. The transmnitters required a very "clean" source of

power, which req'iired filtering the a. c. provided to them to assure a clear

transmission, It was; much easier to apply this filtering process to the

smaller converters than to the cu tribe rsomne large one.

The other power packs providing the 1, 000 volts, 300 volts, and 150

volts were supplied dire( tly by the .14 volts from the d. c. generator.

Figure 16 show"a a block diagram of the complete lnstallutlon on both

the opera~or's console and the vehicle..

C. Fxperimental proc( edlmire for IOODS tests.

1 . Produc ti on and dis pe rsal of fallout simniclant.

r or these six tests, an area 32 feet by 102 feet was ctntarniinated

wI'il a simulated fallo'it mate -ial uising !.anthanuitma-1410 ast the radioactive

tracer. The preparation of the synthetic fallout is described in dletail in

an NRDl. report entitled Th rdicin Dispersal. and Measurement ol

',MthetiuJ[alto±LA. ate ria.l Vol 1, I'SNRDI., by Sartor anti Lane.

[,icr these :4perific tests, the mixture of sand and lanthanulm was

mnade in two lIi ftprent bat' heps. rhei' mlxt'itre mm seci for each teat is aindicated
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in table 4. This table also lists the concencration of contaminant used for

the tests. The amount to be spread on the test pad was determined by the

NRM!). fallo-it model. According to this model, 10 grams per square foot,

33 grains per square foot, and 100 grains per square foot will simulate

radiation levels of 300 r per liour, 1,000 r per howr, and 3, 000 r per hour

respectively at I hour after buirst from a high-yield (NIT) land-surface burst.

"The dry synthetic fallouit material was dispersed over the test

pad from a modified Bilrch llydron Spreader mounted1 on the rear of a 21,'

cubic yard dump truck. An aluminumi hopper was installed in the truck to

contain the synthetic fallout material and feed it directly ir to the spreader

when the truck bed was raised."

2. Meassiremenrt o( synthetic fallomit.

To determine the actual quantity of material dispersed, 12

sampling pans were placed an :he test pad (at the positions indicated in figure

17), before the falloit was spread. Immediately after the dispenser had

passed over these pans, each was collected and placed in a plastic bag. A-1

12 pan samples were then intermixed and three 1 O-gram samples of the

mixture taken to determine the specific activity in the 4v ion chamber. These

data appear in tables 11 and 11 of anpp.ndix A.

3. Data collection.

To determine the decontami..ation efficiency of the vehicle,

measurements were made of the radiation level present on the test pad prior

to contamination (backero'mnd), after contamination (initial), and after

decontamination (final). The measureients were recorded in counts per

minutte by uise of a shielded gamma scintillation detector unit. The detecting

unit of the instriinient consisted of a I -inch Nal scintillation crystal on a

photomuiltiplier tube. The detecting init was inclosed in a lead pig with

approximately 4-inch thick walls, The pZ, had a collimated aperture whose

geometry permitted a 3-foot-radius circle on the contaminated plane to

contribute approximately "-5 percent of the instrurne; r.=sponse. The data

as re-orded appear in appendix A.
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TYPF, A.IOtNT ,N) ANDSr-NGTIIt OF SIM.'ULATEr) FAI.I.OUT

Bulk Carrier Amount Strength Strength Total
Test Material Isotope (gn/ft2 ) (uc/ga) (rc/ft 2 ) (curies)

Remote #1 Same for La-140 26.6 20.6 5/.8 1.8
Remote #2 all six La-140 57.0 9.5 51.2 1.8
Rewate #3 tests. La-140 50.6 6.3 319 1.0
Manual #1 See insert. LA-140 22.6 8.4 190 0.62I 2-

BIXUL CARRZIR MATERM.
)4Aorons Moab For •oeat by]

Wegh

295-2A6 50.- 60
24.6-208 60- 70208-177 70- 80 10.5
177-14? 80-100 3.2

IV. RI$L LTS

A summary of the results of the testing of the sweeper under remote
control operation and manal control operation appears in table 5. All six

tests were conduicted on the same asphalt test pad (see figure 17).

The decontamination efficiency of the vehicle is defined as the percentage
of the contaminant that the vehicle picked "p and retained. Mathematically,
this percentrge v.%ue is represented by the following:

I IC FPC
% efficiency = - X0

IC z corrected initial reading (after contamination)

FC z corrected final reading (after decontamination)

The time used to decontaminate the test pad was recorded as both the

total time for the entire operation and the actual decontamination time. The
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total time incluided the time used to turn the vehicle around and reorient it

with the test pad. The test pad was locate(i in the center of a large paved

area.

The number of passes made over the test pad were counted by an observer

in the test area. They represent the actual number of times that the sweeper

passed over the test pad with the sweeping mechanism of the vehicle in oper-

ation. These patterns are shown in figures 1q, 11, ?3, and '5. A photograph

of the test area, the vehicle, and the contaminant appears in figure 28.

A. Discussion of tests,

1. Remote Test #1.

One hour prior to test time, the 1, 000-volt power suipply burned

out two transistors, and as a result, the pan-and-tilt camera was inoperative.

The test was conducted anyway and the results are based on operating the

sweeper with only the front-mounted stationary camera in use. The stationary

rear camera was not used for any of the tests. The front camera was tilted

T#.Ae 5

SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF DECONTAMINATION TESTS ON 1OC'DS SWEEPER

Teat Date and Deaoontamiatlona TIme Used to * r of Soewptg
I uber Tim of Test ffti•iecOy Decontaminate easee aode on Pad

__________ (minute .)__ __ _

Remote 1 14 June 0955 99,- 037 *- 9

Rmote #2 16 June 1000 9.8 15 - 11

Remote 03 17 Juneo 0825 99.9 14 4.3 9

Kmanual #1 21 June 0825 99.5 2.3 1.0 7

Manual 2 22 June 0890 9.8 2.5 52 se 7

ftnual #3 22 Juno 1120 99.8 2.5 52 se 7

• Time used in entire operation

**Time used in actually sweeping the pad
***Vebicle operated at 4 miles Ix.- hour for remote tests and 9.5 miles per hour for

manual tests.
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downward mt such an angle that the gro'ind from directly in fror.t of the vehicle

out to ?7' feet in front of the vehicle ( olilu not be seen. Without the use ot this

pan-and-tilt camera, thi:, limited line of sight greatly hampered the control

operator.

Some d(fiiculty was experienced with one of the two TV monitors at the

control console. At times, the picture seemed to vibrate up and down.

Thi t did not appear to be due to the vibration of the camera on the vehicle.

This was apparent at all times: however, the picture ranged from fair to

very poor.

As can be seen in figure 1, the vehicle sometimes drifted from lett to

right and sometimes from right to left. This was due to the sensitivity of the

remote control steering mechanism and some inherent faults of the vehicle.

ro try to correct this drifting while decontaminating was net- "ly impossible.

The drifting was not noticeable for a short time because of the limited line

of sight of the front camera. By the time it was noticed by the control oper-

ator, it was too late to make a steering correction before that particular pass

over the pad waq completed.

In some cases the vehicle drift became apparent in time to permit a

chang'e in direction. However, the correction was usually ir. affective because

of the sensitivity of the steering mechanism. An attempt by the operator

to compensate for the et ro- would result in a new drift in the opposite

direction. A decrease in the steering sensitivity would have permitted a

more accurate directional control and a more stable course line.

Maintaining a constant vehicle speed or engine rpm was quite a problem.

There was no indicator at the control console snowing the throttle setting,

engine rpm, or vehicle speed. If the engine rpm had been set for a reasonable

decontamination speed, it woiild have been too fast for turning the vehicle

arond at the end of each sweepir.n pass. If the rpm had been set for a safe

turning speed, it wold have been to.,j slow for desirable operational decon-

tamination. There wa% no way of changing from one rpm to another and

knowing exactly what the new rpm was: therefore the remote operator had

to lise his own judgment during the operation. lie swept as fast as he thought

safe and then slowed down to turn the vehicle around; again advancing the
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throttle when the vehicle was .lineL will the pad foir another pa.is. There is

no way of knowing the exact speed ,icoi for tf,-ese tests buit it was approximately

1, 700 rpm. In first gear, 1, 7Oi' rpmn is approximately 4 mph.

The auxiliary engizne which op-rates the sweeping brushes on the vehicle

had a tendency to overheat quite badly. .As a result, it was necessary to

disengage the brushes at the end of each sweeping pass over the test pad.

Every time the brushes were disengaged, a small buit noticeable amount of

contaminant was deposited on tbe ground. It ws not possible at the time of

the test to determine if this was contaminant falling from the hopper, tr,'iling

from the edge of the brishes, or being pished in front of the brushes. This

contaminant, deposited near the area of the test pad, could have given a false

indication of the count rate had it been closer to the test pad than it was.

Figure IS presents a pictorial analysis of the data from Remote Test

#'. The corrected couints per minute appear at each of the 15 stations where

they were recorded. Atso. an indication of the effect of the wind is showzi.

A clear indication of the wind effect is seen when one notices that the highest

final counts were recorded at Stations II , 1:!, 13, and 14. This was lue to

the contaminant that was blown from upwind and stayed on the downwind

stations, as well as to that which was blown off the test pad and collected

on the east side of the pad After the pad was decontaminated, the only

contaminant remaining in the test areoa was that which was blown to the east

(downwind) and deposited near the test pad. This contaminant contributed

to the high count rate recorded on the east edge of the pad (Stations Ii

throuigh 14).

The contaminant dropped by the sweeper on the north and south edges oi

the test pad when the brushes were disengaged had little or no effect because

of the distance from the test pad. This contaminant was no closer than 15

feet to the pad. The detecting uinit of the gamma detector had a collimated

aperture whose geometry permitted only a 3-foot-radius circle on the pad

to be counted.

It was not realized at the time of the test that the windblown contaminant

wouild affect the test data. It can be seen now, however, that it did have a

slight effect. Tht:. can be seen from figure 18. The count rates at stations

.1?
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I throrvih 14 are higher than the coint rates at the other stations. Stations 11

thrtiph 14 arte downwind. The detector was probably recording the count *.ate

from the contaminant that wa!: blown frcm upwind Pri deposited on these

downwind stntions. Al so, the detector could have been recording some of

the scattered radiation emanating from the contaminant deposited by the wind

on the adjoining downwind area. The siight change did not alter the pickup

efficiency at all. If the data from statons I through 15 are used, the efficiency

becomes n. S percent, and if only the data from stations I through 10 are

used, the efficiency is still 01. 5 percent.

Figure IQ is a layo'it of the pattern which the vehicle traced while

decontaminating the test pad. This layout was drawn by tn eyewitness in

the test area. It is only a representation of how the vehicle appeared to

move across the test pad. The purpose of this layout was to make available

to the operator a study guide to help him reduce his driving time as well as

increase his cleaning efficiency in future tests. It also presents a means for

understanding why the final count rate varied from station to station. This

is demonstrated by comparing the locations of the stations where readings

were recorded with th. pattern, indicating how many times that station was

swept. There was no other means available except visual recording for

establishing the paths the vehicle followed.

1. Remote Test #2.

At the concilision of Remote Test #1 at 1515 hours (mean time)

on 14 June, the co-int rate on the test pad, corrected for background, was

56S. 4 cpm. (Before background correction it was 5q8. 6 cpm. Since there

was nothing in the area to change the backgrouind, it can be seen that the

565. 4 cpm were from the contaminant that was left on the ground after.

decontamination. This contaminant was composed of L.a-140 and decayed

with a half-life of.40. 7 hours.

From 1515 hours on 14 June until 1)q4S ho~irs on 15 June, when background

was again taken, the l.a-140 would have decayed for 17.5 hours. If the 565.4

cpm recorded on 14 June were from L.a-i140, it would have read 418. 4 cpm

at 0845 hours on 15 June when the background was taken. The corrected

background on 15 June was "16 cpm rather than 418.4 cpm as it should have
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been. The explanation foi this is that the wind blew some of the: contaminant

onto the downwind stations and some of it off the pad overnight. This is evi-

dent from the data as the count rate on the downwind side of the pad was about

twice that on the upwind, indicating that the wind. had blown tre contaminant.

The count rates on the downwind stations after Remote Test 'tl were higher

than on the upwind stations, so it is logical that the downwind stations would

read higher the next day. The difference in count rate is accounted for by the

contaminant blown downwind.

rhe pad was contamiinated on 15 June for what was to have been Remote

Test #2; however, the test was cancelled because o.'mechanical difficulties

and the wind. After this test was cancelled, the pad was decontaninated with

the sweeper and the downw,nd areas swept with a broom. The pad was r,,ff-

ciently cleaned so that any remaining contaminant should have been insignifi-

cant the next morning. The downwind area was also cleaned so that any

contaminant remaining on it should have been too small and too far away to

affect the count rate on the pad.

When background data were collected prior to the rescheduled Remote

Test #2 on 16 June, the count rate averaged 296 cpm. This high count rate

could not have been all from true background. There is no reason to believe
that the true background increased from approximately 33 cpm on 14 June t)

296 cpm on 16 June. The only cause for this large increase was residual con-

taminant either on the pad or or, the downwind area or both. If it Is assumed

that the true background remained constant from 14 June to 16 June and that

the increase was due to La- 140 in the test area, then the background due to

the La- 140 was 265 cpm. If it decayed from 1025,hours (background mean

time) to 1400 hours I final mean time) it woult, have been 249 cpm at the end

of the test. If the true backgreund is then added to this, the average corrected

background at the end of Remote Test #2 wolid be ZSZ cpm. The average

final count rate after decontamination was 51 cpm.

As can be seen from figure 20, the final count rate was less than back-

ground at several stations. These stations were located upwind. There was

,A 15-20 mph wind during the test and this blew some of the contaminant from

the upwind stations to the downwind stations. In this case, one would expect

the downwind stations to indicate the largest readings. This was the case as

can be seen by the data at stations I I through 15, the downwind stations. Of
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course, all the contaminant from upwind did no: stay on the pad. Some of it

blew onto the "ownwind area cast of the pad. 'There is no way of knowing how

much of it blew off and how much stayed on the pad.

After the pad had been remetely decontaminated with the sweeper, it was

decided that the surrounding area shcoula be decontaminated as well as the pad

since the wind had scattered some contaminant. Some of the contaminant

which had been measured as background both on the pad and surrounding area

was removed in cleaning the area after the test.

Since the surrounding area was decontaminated with.the sweeper, it was

concluded that part of the contaminant that was on the downwind area adjoin-

ing the pad was removed before the final readings were recorded. This con-

taminant was present when background was taken but was gone when he final

readings were taken. 'Ihis explains in part why the average final count rate

was less than background.

Figure 21 indicates that the entire test pad was decontaminated-.iost

areas at least twice -so it can be assumed that the decontamination efficiency

of this test would be limited only by the limits of the vehicle itself. The

vehicle had demonstrated a decontaminaticn efficiency of gr,,ater than 99 per-

cent., therefore the results of Remote Test #2 are comparable with Remote

Test #1 in regard to efficiency. If the data from the stations which read

greater than background are used, the decontamina.ton efficiency for Remote

Test #2 becomes 99. t percent. It took less than one-half the time to decon-

taminate the pad in Test #2-- 1 S minutes compared to 37 minutes for Test #1.

During this test a better system was developed for passing over the area and

turning around after each pass. It should be p')ir.ted out that the console oper-

ator became more proficient with practice.

Figure 21 was sketched by %n eyewitness stationed in the test area. Its

system of coding is identical to that of fiRtire I0.

1, will b, noted from table 4 that the strength (microcuries/gram) of con-

taminant for this test was less than one-half that fcr Remote Test #1. This

was due to the fact that the same batch of contaminant was used for the second

test as for the first. Because of the length of time between tests and the short

half-life of lanthanum, (40. 2 hours), the strength was considerably reduced at

0P
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the time of thi, t,-ondl t•,t. I;'ecauSe of tI}s, tPhI ilrrin t of Lotitarninarnt

spread was g rater for this test. :t w as necessary to have it strong -ol'irce

for good couinting statistics ,ni tins ri'qiired about twic-. as much fallout per

square foot for Trest #2 as for 'I -st pI in order t(. have the strength (micro-

curies p(er square footi approxiirmately the same. The total strength in curies

was also th, same for both tests.

The only mechanical difficulty noted during this test was a vehicle hydrau-

lic leak. The leak had been evident for some time h it had not been isolated.

It was not major enough to postpone testing for repair. The auxiliary engine

continued to heat up in a short period of time. It was necessary once again

to disengage the brushes after each pass to reduce the load on the engine and

allow it to cool. As in the first test, with each brush disengagement, some

contaminant was spilled. In this test. hewever, this contaminant was swept

up from the surrounding area before the final readings were recorded, thus

eliminating any possible effect on the .ount rate.

As in Remote Test #1. this test was conducted with only one camera in

operation. The 1,000-volt power supply burned out transistors, causing the

pan-and-tilt camera to he inoperative.

W Some mechanical difficulties were noted on the day of the "cancelled"

Remote Test #2. Just before the test was started, the picture on the monitor

•creen went blank. It was obvious from the lines on the monitor screen that

the camera wis still transmitting, but there wa, not a visible picture. It was

determined that the lens on the camera had vibrated off. This had happened

previously. The design of the lens system was very poor. The lens actually

supports a cantilevered motor which remotely changes the iris. This weight,

combined with the vibration of the vehicle, caused the three small set screws

which support all this weight to grind their way through the lens clamp, thus

releasing the means of support for the lens.

3. Remote Test #3.

Once again, becaust of the short half-life of the contaminant, it

was necessary to put down twitce as much contaminant as jas spread for

Remote Test #1. The pad was covered with a density of 50.6 grams or 319

microcurles per square foot. A total of 1.0 curie was placed on the pad. A

comparison of these values with those for the other tests appears in table 4.

1;0
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Before the test pad was contaminated, the average corrected background

was approximately !79 cpm. Again, it is seen that this is composed partly

of true background and partly of residual lanthsnum. If it is assumed that the

true background remained constant from 14 June and that the residual contam-

inant was from the preceding test, then the backZround is changing as the test

progresses.

The total count rate at the end of Remote Test #2 was 259 cpm. If the

average true background of 33 cpm is subtracted, the remaining 226 cpm are

a result of the residual contaminant. If this residue is decayed for 18.8 hours

(from 1400 hours on 16 June to 0850 hours on 17 June), it becomes 164 cpm.

When the true background is added to this, the corrected background from the

precediag day will be 197 cpm. The actual corrected background recorded

prior to the test %%as 178 cp n. If these two readings are corrected for 0t

difference in radium standards, they will agree.

As can be seen from figure 22, the final count r'ites at all of the stations

except one is less thazn background. This can only be accounted for by assum-

ing that the sweeper picked up some of the residual contaminant from the pre-

ceding test.

If only the one value that is greater than background is used for the cal-

culation, the efficiency of the sweeper for Remote Test #3 becomes 99. 9 pe.-

cent.

Figure 23 Indicatei that the entire pad was decontaminated-some areas

twice. On the seventh pass, about a 6-foot strip off the pad and on the down-

wind adjoining area was decontaminated. This helped reduce the possible

effect of the contaminant on the results,

This test lasted 14 minutes, which was an improvement over the two

previous tests. Only nine passes were required to complete the decontamina-

tion of the pad. This was also an improvement over the two previous tests.

Part of the time cnnsumed in a test is used for turning the vehicle around

and alining it with the pad. A time check was made to determine the actual

time that the sweeper was on the pad. This was approximately 4. 3 minutes.

This test was conducted with only one camera in use. The picture on the

monitor was very good.

N1
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It was noted in this test, as in the others, that every time the vehicle

passed by a power transformer, located between the remote control center

and the test area, the picture on the monitor became very poor. In fact, the

monitor screen was covered %ith "snow." After the vehicle passed the tr&ns-

forrrer, there wr.s no longer a, efiect on the video reception.

It appeared that some difficulties developed in the transmission. It is

hard to say whether this was trouble with the push button control panel on the

vehicle or with the transmission itself. More and.more often the transmission

failed to respond to the operator's selection of gears. If the engine was cut

off and then restarted. the transmission worked aegain.

The same difficulties with the hydraulic system were evident in this test

as in the other tests. Still. this had no effect on the results.

4. Manual 'rest #1.

For this test, the pad was contaminated with a density of 22.6

grams per square foot. At a contaminant strength of 8.4 microcu-ies per

gram, the resultant strength of the contaminant was 190 microcuries per

square foot.

I)ata analysis for this test was not complicated by any unusual phenomena.

All the lanthanum from previous tests had decayed and the background was

back to what could be considered normal.

Tne correctid data tippear in figure 24. In all cases the final count rate

was higher than the background.

The efficiency of the sweeper for Manual Test #1 was 99. 5 percent. The

total operating time was 2. 3 minutes. The orehicle was actually sweeping the

pad for only I minute of this time. The remaining time was used for turning

the vehicle around at the end of the pad.

The vehicle was operated in second gear at 2,000 rpm. This was approxi-

mrately ). 1 mph. Five sweeping passes were normally sufficient to decontam-

inate the pad; however, seven were uised in all three tests. The last two

passes were used to clean tip si-tall areas of contaminant that had been missed.

Figure 2; is a layout of the approximate pattern the vehicle traced while

decontaminating the pt.d. 'I his pnttern ,vns aho it tht, sanie for all three

manual tests.
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S. M antial est E- S

The pad for this t.s' was c,,ntml¶.in'tF~d to a higher concentration

than for the previous test. Approximately 4,.6 grams per square foot of mix-

ture containing 6. 1 micrcuries 'o-r gram were used. Thi'. totaled 248 nilcro-

curies per square foot or 0. 81 curies over the ertize pad. The same batch

of contamin.unt that was used for the previous test wa, used for this test.

As can be seen by comparing the background data of figures 24 and 26,

the background increased sharply from 21 June to 22 Junp. About half of this

background is a result of the residual contaminant. If it is assumed that the

true bacl~round remained constant from 21 to 22 June, then the background

due to the residial Ila- 140 was constantly decaying during the test. This was

assumed in the analysis of the data.

This was the only test in which the wind was from the East rather than

from the West. The wind was only 0-5 mph so it actually had no effect on the

data.

Only at two stations did the final count rate appear less than the back-

ground. The elficiency for this test, Oc. percent, was letermined by using

the data from all Ir stations where data were recorded.

The total operating time for this test was 2. r minutes. The actual decon-

tamination time wes only 52 seconds. Again, seven sweeping passes were

made. The same speed was used for this test as for Manual Test #1.

6. Man.•l Trest #3.

The pad was contaminated with an aggregate density of 38.4 grams

per square foot. At a contaminant str.rngth of S. 9 microcuries per gram, the

resultant strength of the contaminant was 227 microcuries ?-er squar t foot.

The corrected data for this test appear in figure 27. In all cases except

one, the final count rate was greater than background.

The efficiency for this test was nn. 8 percent. The total operating time

and sweeping time were the same as in Test #2, as were the nunber of sweep-

ing passes and vehicle opt.rating speed.

_______
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V. U

Based on data obtained with the ARLI.-Tennant Mndel 10ODS vacuum

sweeper at Ctmp Parks, California, in June 1960, it is concluded that effi-

ciency of decontamination by remote methods is equal to manual methods.

These tests were conducted on a 3, 000-square-foot asphalt area using a

dry fallout simulant. "he cor.-lusions are based on six tests-three manually

operated and three remotely operated. The average efficlency of the sweepei

for both the manual and remote tests was 99. 7 percent.

Actual decontamination time was about two times greater for remote oper-

ation than for :nan itl operation. This ratio can be reduced by refinements

in the oparation of the sweeper and by increased proficiency of the remote

operator.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS.

I. The prototype vehicle should be consigned to the appropriate agency
for further feasibility testing and modification if the L'SAF has a requirement

for such a vehicle.

2. The vehicle should be ,nvestigated for use at USAF installations as a

standard sweeper to replace or %uppler'aent present sweepers. For routine

non-emergency sweeping, the sweeper could he used Lor jet aircraft ramps.

runways, taxiways, 'nngars. and similar high-cleanliness areas. Because of

the tren'.--idous velocity and volume of air handled by jet turbines, sand, dirt,

and similar foreign objects can cause seri,)us damage involving costly repairs.

The sweeper, while irn ,ediately ready for emergency de':ontaminstion, can

be "•ied 4n'ly ott I'S,,V : rstaliations. 7ne "plus 99 percent" sweeping efficiency

of the ve , le appears to be a sensible and economical preventive maintenance
technt.-j e.

3. The vehicle, if considered for immediate procurement only as a

runway-type sweeper, should be designed so that it can be modified for use

as a decontamination sweeper at a later date at the least possible cost in

time and money.
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APP"NDIX A

RAW DATA

In this appendix appear the raw data collected at the Camp Parks test
site. Tables 6, 7, and 8 are the raw data collected durin,, the three remote

control tests. Tables 9, 10, and II are the raw data collected during the

three manual tests.

These data are ,'rcorded in counts per minute (cpm) and were measured
with a mobile shielded gamma detector unit utilizing a Nal scintillation

crystal.

The "station" column refers to the locations on the test pad where these

readings were recorded (see figure 17). Each column of data includes the
time that the counting was started a id the time that it ended. The mean time

for each series of measurements is recorded at the bottom of each table.

Tables 12 and 13 contain the raw data of weights and activities of the con-
taminant as determined by scales and a 4w ion chamber respectively. The

"Sample Pan Number" refers to the location of the sample pan on the test pad.
(See figure 17.)

Dose rate data were recorded at nine positions on the vehicle with a

PDR-Z7A radiac instrument. These data %were recorded for foir of the six
tests and appear in table 14. Correction factors hav- not been applied to these

data. They present the relative dose rate at selected pusitions on the vehicle

under various circumstances.
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"-ratle 6

MOBILE SHILLI)V;) DETECTOR READINGS

TAKKN 14 JTUN'L: 1960, RLMOTI: TIEST #1

f t 0955 1230 U50

3* Std 14.898 14265 U083 10611 11454 11906

J, 66 46 26671 26639 215 263

2 31 27 81597 81068 298 304

3 35 31 5500 55652 314 294

4 23 59 458M 46016 215 235

5 18 39 79023 79012 U7 152

6 30 31 62407 62169 178 209

7 31 29 56390 55805 313 274
55338

8 23 33 95242 98586 382 395

9 15 30 76697 77618 Y79 423

10 22 27 516.7 516 :I2 339

U1 29 22 25694 25218 501 439

12 22 21 4975 50242 665 653

13 23 40 37788 32462 722 712

A 31 23 30741 30665 5m2 557

15 23 A6 46804 47183 230 249

& StA 12525 12503 1144 11906 7585 7596

Tim fti 1040134 1540

ksktnl - 1)01
bZtital - 1330
7Snml - 1515

*See Figure 17
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"'Table

S~~~NiO1U, II.: S!UI.1.,.LI) I)I'KIG.CT)"R RK'AI)INGS

TAKIR.N 16 J'NI. 1960, R-:.MoTL: 'rT.TST - z

Tine Start 1Ota 1125 1330

I Std 10967 10972 10899 11010 10588 l1788

SAtIon. hsmr2mw nt ~ a

1 238 253 19176 16471 127 135

2 296 308 34471 344,40 203 204

3 378 391 333U 3468 356 340

4 279 292 31661 30Wi,7 195 18i

5 225 242 26721 172 169

6 276 2?7 44084 4229" 212 230

7 568 539 43316 4362A 398 388

8 214 260 1894 18636 270 281

9 326 271 30517 24175 220 225

10 21M 283 13623 13467 259 234

11 205 203 27994 25003 284 247

12 339 264 13792 295 336

13 303 326 109 318 319

14 319 273 10000 23586 319 299

i1 270 242 2164 21640 294 218

Pa t 0or",. 11010 109I 10976 9449 9507

1 m. ad 1045 1215 1425

Mskcir*Wd - 1025
•atalt - 1155

*S.. Figure 1?
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"AE.\ I A 17 1i;;- lih, 0, W• ,V, J F-. I ;..s'l11;/•

Time Start 0825 0955 1210

Ri Std 10155 10159 9445 9356 8530 8451

Station* Background Initial l

1 79 118 50597 50995 87 73

2 127 132 39604 38955 97 Pb6

3 238 219 34146 33889 100 104 89

4 166 141 35604 35566 79 79

5 119 117 34778 34580 917 94

6 144 153 29437 29758 124 1US

7 222 234 31487 32336 164 163

8 179 187 32393 32799 146 ill

9 175 160 34623 347,.6 ,., 107

10 211 184 18428 17701 130 120

11 143 148 12842 12898 91 95

12 IA1 167 19124 19034 122 131

13 215 198 17327 17673 138 1U7

u 210 209 21878 22079 172 139

15 193 156 33852 34047 1"4 131

Std 944" 5 9356 10414 10298 8217 8530

"Time Zoi 0910 1040 1310

Baokgruad 0850
Initial - 1020
rim& - 12l5

*$So Figura I?
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M UBI•II.I: S1111,:1,1)1.:I) uI, I't-:C l'• I i,!,Ai.)'N(';S

TAKEN 21 JUNE 1q60, MIAN.AI. TEST #1

Time Start 0826 0950 1430

Ra Std 11969 11928 12265 12349 11146 11171

Staticoan'run initial

1 42 43 9754 10240 89 97

2 49 30 28328 27446 119 127

3 40 45 23458 23662 8, 106

to 1" 41 16702 19319 104 121

5 39 51 21666 21551 166 179

6 64 52 12786 12627 106 105

7 61 61 15967 1561A 95 110

8 143 57 13085 12949 97 96

9 .42 51 17505 17706 107 98

10 49 79 11455 11U36 93 105

U 32 47 6163 6098 86 76

12 49 47 131U 18792 87 67

13 52 47 2M111 25161 8i 92

14 73 47 15615 15632 85 77

15 52 84 19131 19422 95 93

as Std 12505 12539 13102 13166 9277 9345

Tim. d 0915 1045 1515

Backgrouad - 0845
Inlial - 101'5
Fiail - 1500

OSev Figure 1"
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Time Start 0830 1000 1115

Ra Std 10475 10552 10414 10442 10550 10515

Station* Fvickpround Initial Final

1 71 66 12440 12599 76 56

2 101 106 15746 15863 82 96

j 98 85 17601 17148 105 112

4 99 103 16568 16359 98 97

5 103 88 14395 14511 134 132

6 83 96 20258 20097 156 153

7 74 74 26864 26880 129 149

8 57 73 19674 19787 143 140

9 72 71 21667 21282 125 127

10 70 81 26147 26531 145 108

11 65 68 16041 16146 74 67

2 54 58 19729 19207 66 72

13 62 64 22375 222?3 85 96

14 74 66 23609 23656 109 121

15 92 81 26463 26776 102 112

Ra Std 9749 9712 10864 11099 10077 10321

Time End 0920 1100 1205

Background - 0900
Initial - 1030

'See rigiire I-
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Table I I

%1C)II.II ' SHIVI- J.)1:1) I C.I TXI() R Rl-..:\:)!.M ;S

TAKEN 22 JUNI.N 1%0, MAN:AI. "E'i'.S'r #3

Tike Stat 1120 1345 14,4.5

ia Std 10550 10515 9896 9955 9866 9713

Backuround Initial

1 76 58 71.25 7282 96 88

2 82 96 16032 16256 178 169

3 105 112 11296 U1362 157 147

4 98 97 18631 18180 151 1/46

5 13/. 132 17187 17231 158 199

6 156 153 18335 18759 14.5 147

7 129 149 2071.0 19964 150 129

8 143 140 23087 23038 1/./ 103

9 125 127 22901 22770 122 105

10 1U5 108 22855 22280 98 104

11 71 67 U665 1201.9 90 67

12 66 72 21799 23 "92 102 99

13 85 96 26190 25852 121 116

14 109 121 22356 22390 128 138

15 102 112 2.718 25308 167 147

is Std 10077 10321 9866 9713 8750 8678

rim End 1205 1435 1530

Background - 1145
Initalw - 1.15
Final - 1510

*See Figure 1?
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I alle 1-,

SAMI'! 1. I.N W.I PIIIN

Sample Pan Remote Remote Remote Manual Manual Manual

Number* Test I Test 2 Test 3 Test 1 Test 2 Test 3

Net meight in Grass p6r 1.22 Square Feet

1 6U.7 117.5 4(O.0 44.8 33.8 87.8
2 22.9 41.5 6o.0 27.4 34.4 36.4
3 26.2 59.4 5 52.5 57.1 45.1
4 33.6 4'.1 79.C 42.1 72.4 48.5
5 23.8 49.1 70.9 32.0 52.2 45.0
6 49.2 86.7 56.2 13.0 41.9 36.5
7 36.2 77.3 66.5 15.5 34.1 44.9
8 37.1 51.7 65.6 31.5 56.u 43.8
9 20.9 76.0 87.3 21.4 67.4 52.4
10 22.3 79.3 ,0.6 23.8 46.8 30.0
11 23.3 76.2 83.1 23.7 56.7 48.8
12 33.9 79.4 58.5 24.7 42.6 ,.3.5

Wind (mph) 0-5 15-20 5-10 5-10 0-5 east 5-10

*'See Figure 17
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Table 14

DOSE RATZ READINGS ON VEHICLE

RECORI7ED WITH PDR-27A

Position onk'.~eTa 94 io.?~t21 j~

1 0.03 28 0.3 0.1 27 1.1

3. 0.03 200 9.0 .3026

5 0.0 5wO 11.04.5W80

7 0.03 100 1.6 I 101 70 2.3828 0. 0.06 1.0

Mmaua1Test f -22June1960 M mwaxmalTest03 - 22 jus1960 P

Vehafawa Kaau yull tare ar

1 I 0.15 17 0.45 0.6 12 0.8
2 0.35 80 1. 6 1.6 48 9
3 0.3 70,+ 1.6 1.8 90 2.3

1:,:o"AS0
6 0.8 't00 20 1. 110 3.3

i 8At. I kt4
9 2.8 10.0 6.0 -10.0

01 - Center of drivero "eat
2 - Leoft front old* of Teliele es loff0ei deere
3 - Left rear side of vehicle Ahove %died weol

1,- Left reaw of vehicle on bopper
5 - Right rear of vehicle on hopper
6 - Right rear side of vehicle ahove wheel wall
7 - Right front side of vehicle on loerveed &wer
8 - Front of vehicle between bmadliats
9 - Inside hopper
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APPENDIX B

ANALYSIS OF DATA

In this appendix appear the data collected during the si;c tests. These

data have been corrected for :alibration. background and decay where

appropriate.

Two count rate readings were recorded at each station. These have been

averaged and correction applied to the averages. They appear as one read-

ing in the tables ý:f this appendix.

For decay corrections, the mean times were used and all readirgs were

decayed to the mean time of the "initial" readings. Lsecay corrections were

applied only where it was considered that sufficient time had elapsed for the

lanthanum to change significantly.
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\If N II~I ~ I 7~<.\\I 1'LHI 10'I)S .VJI

Ltartinp Time 0955 1230 1450

Station. Correuted* Correcte~d* Corrected***
Background Inital Final

(CPU) (cps) (cpm)

1 56.6 3558li.' 259.8
2 96 108252.4 383.2

3 34.0 73754.0 395.6
4 42.7 60583.3 283.,2
5 29.4. 103766.6 195.6

631.9 81423.1 267.3
7 32.2 72666.8 434.2
8 30.3 125617.7 604.8
9 25.1 99514.9 646.8

10 z7.6 72135.4 543.6
11 28.9 32512.1 799.5
12 24.7 63356.3 1161.1
13 36.3 41919.7 1290.4
:1.4 30.9f 384678.1 1047.1
15 33.5 58938.5 430.8

Averages )2.9 107rl596.7 582.9

*Correated for Radium StanaUrd Only
*C'jrrectod for Radium Stan~dard &MdBackground

#**Corrected tor Radium Standard, Dsackground and Decay



'Table 16

COPRI;CTE:I) MN1 01I,1', SIll 'KI.D)K:I) I)mT: II P I-A )INGS FOR ASPHALT

AR. A "I'FS S WTI If T:NNANT MOI(tI-. IOODS SW.EPIRý

16 JUN 1. 1960 -IR.-1MO I.: T KST #

Starting Ties 1000 1125 1330

Station Correctdl* Corrected** Corrected*"*
Background Initial Final

(cps) (cp) (cps)

1 240 17606.8 < Backgrourd
2 294 31M200.6 VBackground

5 229 26509.1 f Background
6 271 42941.7 %Backgroune
7 54.2 42911.9 4 Background
8 267 18301.0 19.6
9 293 2704/9.2 t Background

10 277 13264.2 Bac roun
1. 201 26586.7 75.6
12 199 13585.3 129.7
13 310 18585.8 21.4
14 291 16487.9 32.2
15 252 21348.8 29.5

Average$ 288.1 25676.4 51.3

* Correc•,d for Radi• m Standard and Deaay
s Corrected for RIadiu.m Standard and Background
"$**Corroected fot Radium Stadard, Background and Decay
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>~~ iblhe 17

CORRE~CTED NIC BILE S11IELDED 1;FTECTOR READINGS FOR ASPHALT

AREA TESTS WITH! TENNANT MODEL I0NDS SWEEPER

17, JUNE 1060 - REMOTE TEST #3

Starting Time C8Ki 0955 1210

Station Correctod* Corrected0 * Corrctd#*
Background Initial Final

(cps) (cps) (CPO)

1 98.1 54354.9 4.Background
2 12~'-'.2 41743.8 Background

3226.4 35832.6 Background
4 153.6 37353.4 'L Background

118.2 3225.0 Braeround
1419.8 30691.2 04

7 229.8 328331.2 o. Background
8 185.4 3338a.6 -cBackground
9 171.0 35,346.0 4.Background

1l~ 0 0. Background
1 150 11 21%47 Background

12 179.5 '9013.5 4L Background
13 21.4.8 17"66.2 o. Background
14 218.8 21540.2 <Background

15183.3 33257.7 Cr Background

Averag~a 174.0 30672.4 16.6

* Correted for Raditu Standard and Decay
00 Correctod :or Radius Standard and looiground
OGOCorroeted for Waita Standard, flakgrouad and Deomy

7'



'Iable IS

B B C~h NB II r~;Sill IKI.1K1 ýETcTOR REA DINGS FOR ASPHALT

;. I; -I' \V.1, W I 1 1:.NN.\N M fl1 1001)5 SWEEPErR

2. .71*Nl l'060 NIANI.l. tri.,s~r #i

Starting Time 0826 0950 14.30

.Stxtion Corrected* Corrected** Corrected***
Ba~-ground Initial Final

(cps) (cps) (cps)

1 41.9 962( 1. 62.8
le38.8 26823,2 .104.5

3 41.6 22560.4 69.3
4. 40.5 18123.5 9Z3.8

4". 3 20518.7 15.3
6 57.U 11985.0 7o.3
7 59.7 14844.3 65.1
8 48.8 12186.2 70.7
9 "A. 164.35.2 84.1

10 62.1 10575.9 61.6
11 37.7 5654.3 65.8
12 46.3 17331.7 52.3
13 47.1 230 0.9 67.2
14 57.. 4Z. 47.6
1s 64.9 1?530o1 58.6

Avra.a 48.9 16103.4 75*9

*Corrected for Radium Stondard Wny
Carr-jeot. for Radium Standard and Saftrouand

DoCorrooted for Radium Standard, Smolerround and Decay
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Table 10

(OI(RRI.C''1I'T ) NIOII.1- SlIll'.I)tl) I''IiIKC'I'R RI NG\INIS F(OR ASPHALT

AREA.\ T.;STS WIlTl TI[I N.\NT .M(•Di. 1001AS SWEI-;PL-R

J JUN' 1960 - M'AI'AI., 1I'1:ST 02

Starting Tine 0830 1000 1115

Station Corrected* Corrected0t Corrected***

1 68.5 12501.5 (Background
2 103.0 15656.0 iBackground
3 91.9 1720U.1 18.9
4 91.2 16223.8 2.6
5 96.8 11.d8.2 39.1
6 91.7 193.3 66.9
7 7 .1 2W327.9 66.2
8 67.1 19262.9 78.8
9 74.3 20902.7 55.4

10 Z.3 25572.7 51.3
11 15557.3 3.4
12 59.1 18787.9 11.9
13 66.6 21480.4 27.5

Avweg.a d 80.6 19437.9 32.3

* Correated for editm Sta.,4 @An D•eq
o• Corrected for Radim Statndard and Bleroseaad
"*Correoted for Mdf.um 3t.mdard, Dskgromad sad Deay
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Table 20

,.C)RRECTED MOBILE SHIEL)DED) DETECTOR READINGS FOR ASPHALT

AREA TESTS WITH TENNANT MODEL. OODS SWEEPER

22 JUN14E- 1960 - MANUAL TEST #3

Starting Tim 1120 1345 1445
Statioma Corrected* CorreotWd* Corrected***

1 66.1 77/3.5 34.2
2 87.4 17072.3 104.2

3 1 10 .3 61.6570.8S5 130.8 18210.1 70,8

S6 153.0 19631.7 12.47, 137.8 2159.7 21.9
8 140.6 24505.5 1.9
9 125.1 24301.2 7.0

10 127.1 24033.0 c Backgroufd
1 71.3 12633.5 21.4
12 69.8 '6
13 92.7
14 116.1 23920.7 43.4
15 108.7 26788.4 80.9

Averages 101.4 20207.3 41.9

* Correated for Nad1m Standurud at Decay
0 Coreted for Radim StaMdt aed kokground

"440Correoted for Radim Standear, Iaokgrouwd and Deasy
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Table 21

SAMAPLE PAN WEIGHTS

Sasp1e fta Reacte, Rewtot Remote Manual Manual Manual
Numberf Test 1 Test 2 Teat 3 Teat 1 Teat 2 Teat 3

Not welght in grams per equare foot

1 49.8 96.3 32.8 20..; 27.7 71.Q2 18.8 3U.0 49.2 22.5 28.2 29,L.
3 21.5 48.7 18.3046. 3.4 27.5 35.3 94. 3430 596.8 36.9
5 19.5 38.4 58.1 24.6 42.8 36.96 40.0 71.0 46.0 10.7 33.5 29.9

9 17.1 62.3 71.6 17.5 55.2 42.9

1227.8 65.1 47.9 20.2 34o9 35.7

Averages 26.6 57.0 50.6 22.6 40.6 38.4

0300 flews 1

go
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